9th Annual Thomas Fear and Alice Morgans Fear Memorial Conference

Friday, March 27, 2020 and Saturday, March 28, 2020
Halifax Convention Centre (1650 Argyle St, Halifax, NS B3J 0E6)

Collaborative Primary Healthcare in the New Age

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Dee Mangin
Department of Family Medicine
McMaster University, Hamilton Ontario

This conference will focus on meeting future needs for primary healthcare systems and showcase the best of Family Medicine in the Maritime Provinces.

Students, residents, physicians/faculty, and staff will be invited to come hear renowned experts on the topic; and to participate in an interactive conference that will reflect on the future direction of primary healthcare. It will address important questions such as:

- What changes are required in the Maritime Provinces?
- How do we prepare for these changes?
- How to evaluate the success of such changes?

For More Information, please contact: Linda.MacNutt@dal.ca